Day 3: Improving Program Performance: Linking Data Quality With Action
Where We’ve Been

- Understanding your data
- Identifying inaccurate data
- Using The Four Disciplines of Execution to plan for improvement
- Using strategies to enhance motivation
Overview of Day 3

- State Report Out
- Visual Explorer Part 2
- Q & A with OCTAE, NRS and States
- Wrap Up
State Report Out
Small Group Report Out

- As a state team, finalize any details and report out in small groups
- Use Handout 8 to provide feedback to other states during report out
Visual Explorer

- Has your state’s Visual Explorer picture changed?
- Take 15 minutes to consider whether you want a new picture and to change your picture if needed.
Large Group Report Out

- Share one highlight from your small group report out with the larger group
- Revisit your Visual Explorer picture:
  - Has it changed?
  - Why or why not?
  - Share.
Working Lunch
Continue sharing your plan
State Planning Wrap-Up

- Go back to planner
- Incorporate feedback
Q&A with OCTAE, NRS and States
Discussion of AIR Support

- Next Steps:
  - All state plans in Moodle by **September 30, 2014**
- How can AIR support you moving forward?
Questions & Discussion
Pluses and Changes for Day 3
Safe travels home!

Please complete your evaluation!